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In this paper, we characterise all graphic bipartitiDned sequences for which there is at least 
one bipartite self-complementary reaiisation. In Action 4, we also characterise all graphic 
bipartitioned sequences for which there is at least o:le connected bipartite self-complementary 
realisatic:n. 
All graphs considered in this paper are finite, un irected graphs without loops 
and multiple edges. For terminology and notation undefined here, the reader is 
referred to Harary [4]. 
For a graph G, the symbols V(G), E(G) respectively denote the vertex and 
edge sets of G. The degree of a vertex w in G is denoted by d&w), and the 
neighbourhood of w in G by N&w). 
Let G be a graph with V(G)=(w,, w2,. . . , w,} where &(w~)&&~)+ l + 
d&w& Then the sequence (&(wl), . . . , d&w,)) 3 called the degree sequence of 
G. Conversely, a sequence (d,, d2,. . . , 4,) with d, 2 d2 2 l l 9 a 4 30 is called 
graphic if it is the degree sequence of a graph G. 
The complement G of a graph G is the graph, defined on the vertex set V(G), 
in which two distinct vertices are adjacent iff they ar’e not adjacent in G. A graph 
G with at least two vertices is called self-complementary if G is isomorphic to G. 
Such an isomorphism fro is called a complementing permutation 
of 6. 
The following result by Ciapham and 
. , f&) is a graphic seipence sa~s~yi~g 
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then (flq 1;, . . . , f&) is the degree sequence of a self-compleirpl ,ntavy graph G witk a 
complementing permutatiorz (T given by 
tw*i--I W4~+1-2iW2iW4r+2-2i) 
i=l 
where Fvi is the vertex having degree f, in G. 
A graph G is said to be bipartite if V(G) can be partitioned into two sets A 
and B such that every edge in G joints a vertex in A to a vertex in B. Such a 
partition (A., B} is called a bipartition of G. A bipartitioned graph is a pair (G, P) 
where G is a bipartite graph and Y is a bipartition of G. 
Henceforth (G, P) will denote a bipartitioned graph and A, B will denote the 
sets of P. 
Given a bipartitioned graph (G, P), we define its bipartite complement to be the 
bipartitioned graph @,P), ID) where 
V@(P)) = V(G), 
E(G(P))=(uu 1 UEA,VEB and u&E(G)}. 
A bipart tioned graph (G, P) is said to be bipartite self-complementary (ab- 
breviated hips c) if G is isomorphic to G(P). 
Let (G, P) be bipsc. A bipartite complementing permutation (abbreviated 
bipcp) of (G, P) is an isomorphism between G and G(P). i.e. a bijection 
(T: V(G)* V(G) such that acre E(G(P)) iff UN E(G). We denote by 
% (( G, P)) the class of all bipcp’s of the bipsc graph (G, P). A cycle of a bipcp is 
said to be pure if it permutes only ver -ices belonging to a single set of P, and is 
said to be nlixed otherwise. For a cycle T, the symbol (7) denotes the ;et of 
vertices percluted by 7, and 1~1 denotes the cardinality ot (7). We now def.,le two 
subclasses of %((G, Pj) as follows: 
z,((G, P)) = 1~2 E %((G, P)) ; all cycles of ct arc pure}, 
%,,((G, P)) = {U E %((G, P)) 1 all cycles of cr are mixed}. 
The following result by Gangopadhyay and Hebbare [3] will be used in this 
paper. 
Let (6, I’) be connected bd:~. Then 
E Aut( G) jc~ all BT E %((G, Y)).. where Aut( G) denotes the group of 
autcmorphisms of G. 
(iii) If cr E %,((G, P)) and T is a cycle of a, then 1~1~ 0 (mod 
vertices alternately frb.7 A and 
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. If (G, P) is bipsc with u E %,(( G, P)), then u2 E Aut(G). 
Let (G, P ) be a disconnected &partitioned graph with$out isolated 
en (G, P) is bipsc ifi there e&t a partition (A,, A,) of A and a partition 
and either iA,\ = lA2( m IB,\ = \&I. 
. If (G, P) is a disconnectefl hipsc graph, then Ce,((G, P)) # 8. 
Given a bipartitioned grar!. (G, P) if A,c, A and B, 0, then GIAI 1 B,] 
denotes the bipartitioned g.-aph (11, 0) where H =- ‘?[A1 U B,], i.e., the graph 
induced by A 1 U B, in G ani. the se ts.of Q are Al and B1. Also I ‘Ien C[A, 1 B,] 
will be used to denote the bipartite complement of GIAl I BJ. 
If (G, P) is a bipartitkned graph, let A = (u,, u2, . . . , cc ,.} and B = 
k~1,2)2,..., v,,] where dG(uI)>- l +d&,,) and d,(q)+ l *d,,(v,). Let 4 = 
dG (4) and ei = dc (Uj). Then the bipartitioned sequence 
rrW,PN=(d, ,..., &,Ie,-.,e,,) 
is called the degree sequence of (~3, P). 
If A={u, ,..., u,,,) and B=(u, ,..., u,) then we say that S= 
(4, l l ‘, kl I u1, * * a, v,) is an ordering of (G, P). The bipartitioned graph (G, P) 
with the ordering (u,, . . . , u.,,, I II,. . . . , II,) is said 10 be a realisation of the 
bipartitioned sequence 7r = (d,, . . . , d,,, 1 e,, . . . , e,) i’ d&) = 4 and dG(uj)= ei 
for all i and j. We also say that Vj, P) is a realisation of n if (G, P) with some 
ordering S, is a realisation of 7r. A bipartitioned sequence n- is said to be graphic if 
there is a realisation of T. A bipartitioned sequence ?r is said to be potentially 
bipsc if there exists at least one bipsc realisation (G, P) of T. 
Henceforth n will denote the bipartitioned sequence ( dl, . . . , & 1 el, . . . ) e,) 
where d 1 2 l l l 2 d,F and e, 3 l - l a e,,. 
IIn this paper WC character&e when a graphic bipartitioned sequence n is 
potentially bipsc. aracterisation is in terms of the following condition C 1. 
Cl 
d,+d, +I_i =PI, IsI’s 1 t?j + e,_. I__, = 112, lsjsn. 
e can now stat.: t 6.2 ma:n result of is paper as 
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(2) C 1 holds, both m and n are even, md either 
e II 2+1 = $n. 
(3) C 1 holds, and m, sz, and x;lE1 e, ---xyY: di - fmn are all even ((22). 
(4) m=n is cllen, l&+e,+l_i=m for 1CiCrn and d2i__!=dzi for ldi+m. 
Furthermore 7-r is the degree sequence of a bipsc graph (G, P) with %,((C, F)) # 8 
ifl at least one of ( t)-(3) holds, and T is the degree sequence of a bipsc graph 
(G. P) with a bipcp sending A to B ifi (4) holds. 
The necessity part of the theorem is proved in two cases. We prove that if 
(6, P) is a bipsc realisation of rr, then 7r satisfies at least one of conditions (l), ‘2) 
and (3) in case %,((G, P)) # $9, an d n satisfies condition (4) in case %,((G, Pj) = $9. 
The sufficiency part is also split up into two cases. If rr satisfies at least one of 
conditions (11; (2) and (3), then we use the principle of induction to prove that qr 
is potentially bipsc. If n satisfies condition (4), we use the characterisation of 
potentially self-complementary sequences due to Clapham and Kleitman (see 
Result A) to prove the sufhciency. 
The necessity part of the theorem is proved in Section 2 and the sufficiency part 
in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we derive a few corollaries from the theorem. 
To prove the necessity let (G, P) with the ordering (u,, . . . , u,,, 1 ul,. . . , u,,) be a 
bipsc realisation of T. We consider two cases now. 
Case ): %,((C, P)) # $5 Let (lr E %,((G, a)). Then we will prove that ST satisfies at 
least one of conditions (I), (Z), (3). 
We first prove that r satisfies Cl. Since o(A) = A, the sequencb 
(n - d,, n - p.i2, . . . , n -d,) is a rearrangement of (d,, d2, . . . , dJ. Similarly, (m - 
e,, m -e2, . . . . m - e,,) is a rearrangement of (e,, e2, . . . , e,,). Since d 1 a d2 3 l l l 3 
d, and e,>e,>*. +e,, it easily follows that 7r satisfies Cl. 
Now since G and G(P) have the same number of edges, it follows that G has 
$nsn edges and so at least one of nz and n is even. If exactly one of m, n is even, 
then n- satisfies conditio.1 (1). So let both m and n bc even. 
lf now 0 contains an odd cycle we will show that 7r satisfies condition (2). Let T 
be an odd cycle of (T. Without loss of generality, assume that (T)C A. Let 
lTj= 21+ 1 and w E (7). Now by Result C, o2 E Aut(G). So d, [a’(w)) = 
d&“‘(w)), i = 0,2,. . . ,21. Thus dG(w) = d&?+‘(w)) = d&(w)). Since 
di; (a( w)) = n - dc&rr(w)) = cz -d&w), it follows t dJw)= jn. Now since I 
is even, (;r contains another odd cycle $ with ($)c y the above argument, (JI) 
contains a vertex x with dG(x) = in. Since dl 3 9 l - GS &, w satisfies Cl and two 
follows that 7r satisfies condition (2). 
ave eve. en we may ass e 
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vertices in A a 50 labelted that d, 2 l l -2 d,, eI > = s l z= e,, 
~(A*)=A-A~ a I where Al ={ul,.. . , yn/J and B,= 
Let 41 be the number of edges in G[At 1 B,] and 42 the number of 
1 18 -BE]. Since o(AJ = A d g(iB -B,) = B,, it ~o~lo~~ that 
the number of edges in e[A - A, 1 B, , so the number of edges in 
G[A - A, 1 B,j is ~~~~ -q2. Hence 
Thus z satisfies (32 and hence it also satisfies condition (3). This finishes Case I. 
Case II. ~~~~~, PH= @. We then prove that n satisfies condition (4). By Result 
. G is connected. Now from Result B it follows that there is an element a in 
%&,((G. P)). Further U’E. Aut(G), and if r is any cycle of Q, then frl= 0 (mod 4) 
and T takes vertices alternately from -4 and B. Hence, ~2 = n and M is even. 
Further, since o(A) = B, it follows that the sequence (HI - el, m - e2, . . . , m - e,,,) 
is a rearrangement of the sequence (d,, d2, _ . . 9 c&J. Since d, 2 d2 3 l v l 2 d, and 
m-e,,,>* l +m-e2~m-ee,, it follows that ~~+e,,,.+==nz, l<i<m. Since 
U* E Aut(G) and the length of every cycle in 0 is a multiple of four it also follows 
that d,i_1 = dziv 1 s i ~$I. Thus v satisfies condition (4). This finishes Case 11. 
To complete the proof of necessipj. let (G, P) be a bipsc rea~i4~~tio~~ of v and CT 
be a bipcp of (G, P) satisfying V(A) = R. We will then prove that (4) holds, 
Since c(A) = B, we have m = n arl! it follows that the sequence (m - e,, nz - 
e2, . . . , m -e,,) is a rearrangement of the sequence (l;r,, d2,. . . , d,). Since dI 2 
***ad,,, and m-o+nz-e-+ l *swt--e,,,, it follows that di+e,,+l_i=m, 1~ 
i s m. Now if G is disconnected then G cannot have an isolated vc’rtzx, say &a,, 
for then d, = c) aad so e, < tn and thus d,,, +e, < m, a contradiction. If G is 
discol+mected without any isolated vertex, then by Flesult D, m is even and either 
C!i = 4UI or ei = $2, implying 4 = $n for all i, 1 =S i =S m. ‘Thus in this case d2i_1 = 
dzi, 16 i <$rn and (4) holds. Finally, if G is connected, then as in Case II one 
can using Results B(i) and (ii) prove that (4) holds. 
vjde~ into two 
), (3) or 7r satis 
de~endjng on wh~tber rr 
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Cmdit,on Q: (G, P) with S is a bipsc realisation of T and Ce,(( G, P)) contains 
if 7r satisfies (1) or (3), 
1 1 
= (&la,+*-i) (4t$!)(Um/2+1~ 
i=l j _; 1 
if 7r satisfies (2). 
If m = 1, and T satisfies (l), then by Cl, w = (in 1 l”‘*, On’*). Let S = 
(u, I VI, * - *, u,) and (6, P) be the grapn with ordering S defined by: 
E(G)-{u,y ] l:gjs$}. 
Clearly, (G, P) with S satisfies Q,. 
If m = 2 and 7~ satisfies (2) then by Cl, TT = (in, in \2’, 1”-2r, 0’) for some 
r,0~r~4n.NowlelS=(u,,u2)U1,..., q, ) and (G, P) be the graph with ordering 
S, defined by: 
E(G)={u,ui 1 lGj~~n)U{U2~j 1 l~j~r or $n+lsjsn-r). 
It is easy to check that (G, P) with S satisfies Q,. 
If m = 2 and T satisfies (3), then by Cl, T = (d,, n -d, I2’, ln-2r, 0’) for some 
r, 0 s r s in. Also, 
n/2 
r-d,= 1 (ej-1)-d, 
j=l 
is even by C2. Since tz is even and T is graphic it follows that d L - r and n - dl - r 
are even non-negative integers. Now let S =(ui, u2 I vl,. . . , u,) and (G, P) be the 
graph with ordering S and degree sequence T defined thus: al,. . . , U, are joined 
to both crl and u2; among u,+~, . . . , II,,_% the first i(d,-r) and the last $(d,- r) 
vertices are joined to u1 and the remaining vertices are joined to u2. It is easy to 
check that (G, P) with S satisfies Q,. 
Now let m 3: 3 and assume that if a bipartitioned sequence w.’ “= 
(4,. . . , 4,1-2 I 6. - . . , e,) satisfies the hypothesis of Case I (with m - 2 replacing 
m), then there exists a graph (6, P) and an ordering S satisfying Q,# 
Let T = (d,, . . . , &, 1 e,, . . . , e,) satisfy the hypothesis of Case I. Then define a 
new bipartitioned sequence 
and 
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) where d:” = 2” ic’c, J i 1 s i c m .- 2, 
** = e,(j) for all i, 1 +e n and (ac( l), (w(2), . . . , a(n)) is il permutation of * 
;;,2,..., n) such that e&,3e,*,++ l -5 ez,,,). Note that since e: -~-e~+~_+ = 
HI ---2, Xjsn, it follows that ~~(n+l--/!-n-+1--a(j), H+Pz. 
ill now prove that T** saticfie.; the hypothesis of Case I (with m -2 
replacing m, dF* replacing 4 and e$” replacing ei for all i and j). This is done in 
several steps. 
Step 1. We show that m* and hence rr** is graphic. Ttlis follows from the 
following lemma qince 7~~ is the degree sequence of the hipartitioned graph 
obtained from (G”, P) y deleting the vertices ul, u,,. 
a. Let 7r = td,, . . . , d, 1 e,, . . . 1 e,,) be a qraphic bipartitioned sequence satis- 
fjping C 9, where m # 2, d, 2 l l l B d,,, and e, 2 9 l l 3 e,,. Then there exists a bipar- 
titioned graph (G*, P) and an ordering S= (u,, . . . , CI, 1 ul,. . . , II,) of (G”, P) 
such that (G”, P) with S is a realisation qf v and 
Dcrf. If WI, wz, . . . , w2& are distinct vertices of a graph G and if WiWi+l (with 
w2fc+1= Wi) is an edge of G or not according as i is odd or even, then by an 
interchange along (M ,, . . . , w2k, w,) we mean refiloa’ lg the edges wi\ui+l for odd i 
and adding the edges WiWi+ 1 for even 1. 
Ti1roughout the proof of this lemma, let S be the fixed ordering 
(4. ’ - - , YyL I Ul, l ’ a, II,). If (G, P) with The ordering S is a realisation of T, we 
define for i = 1, m 
z,(4)= C i- 
U,U,E E(G) 
If (G, P) and (H, P) with the ordering S are realisaticrns of T, then we write H < G 
if either (i) &(&)<i3,(u1) or (ii) &Jut) = z&,) and &.&&,)<&(&,,). Clearly 
the relation < is antisymmetric and transitive. Hence there exists a graph (G”, P) 
such that [G*, P) with S is a realisation of n- and iif (N, P) with S is any other 
realisat ion of err, then H# G*. We will prove that G * has the required property. 
Suppuse first NG+( u1) # { ui 1 1 s j s d,}. Then there exist integers r s d, and 
s >d, srxlh that u,u,$ E(G*) but U,U, E ). Since e, 2 es, for some 
have U,J h obtained fro 
an intercs S i; 3 realisatiorr of 7~ a 
*, a contradiction to the ch 4,) = (vi I 1 G i s 41. 
now m = 1, we are done. So let HZ > 3. 
U&Z), q!E(G*). Then by an interchange along (hP19 v,, ukt v,, u,) from G* we arrive 
at a contradiction. 
Cease (ii): Case (i) does not hold. Since e, 2 e,, y,u,$ E(G*) and y,o, E E(G*), 
it follows that e, =es, u,u,$E(G*f and so 04,. We also have ~~~(~~~-~~,}= 
~~~(~~~-~~~ = N (say). Now by Cl 
irn =+J ,cle, = e, Ge++r+rn. 
Thus eF L- els =$I and so iP4l=$m- 1 > 0 as m > 2. Let uh E N. We will prove that 
if tar then u, or u~+~_.~ is adjacent to tsk in G”, according as e, =$m or not. If 
t = r, then clearly uhv, E E(G*). So let t > r. 
Suppose first e, = sm. I[f u1 q, y,u, E E( G *) then, since e, z== $m and 
u,v&! E(G*)), for some k $: 1, m we have &&.+ f E(G*) but &U& E(G*). Now by 
an interchanz: along (&,, vl, uk, v,, u,,,) from G * we arrive at a contradiction. Thus 
u, is adjacent to at most one of u1 and k. Now if u~,u, bfE(G*) then, since e, = $m 
and u,,,u,, UQI, E Ef G *) it follows that for some k # 1, ~2 we have ?+q E E(G*) but 
z.+&& E(G*). Then by an interchange along (I&,, q, uk, u,, IQ,, u,, u,,,) from G*, we 
arrive at a contradictVion. Hence uhu, E E(G”). 
Next suppose e,#$m. Then e, <$I and so e,+l_t >$m_ Now if u~~u,~+~_,$ E(G*) 
then, since e, = $13 and u,v,, u,,,u, E E(C *), it follows that for some k # I, in we 
have t&v,+ I-t f E(lG ’ ) but k&r.& $6 E(G *). Then by an interchange along 
f %rIY % uk!, &+1--t, UC~, a,, yl,) from G”, we arrive at a contradiction. Hence 
4%+1-t E E(G”). 
Thus if ; 2 r, then V, or I,~+~_, is adjacent to uI, in G* according as e, = $m or 
not. Thus corresponding to each t 3 r, there is a distinct vertex adjacent to uh. Pt 
now follows that 
a contradiction, since dI 3 dh. 
Thus A&( tx,,,) ‘= {q 1 1 g i s &}. This proves the lemma. 
st@p 2. 
(U 
step 3. 
First 
Next 
7r** satjejfies C 1. This follows easily from the fact that 
df + dS”,+l_i = n, 1 ~k%P-2, 
eT + t3:,. I- i = m -.- 2, 1qQI. 
Tf 7p satisfies (I), (2) or (3), then so does rr**. 
let 7~ satisfy (1). Then m and hence m - 2 is odd and %p** satE\es (1). 
let 7r sa;isfy (2). en m and n are even an 
d?* = 
1 dit.lu it easily follows that CCT** satisfies (2). 
t 7f satisfy (3). en RZ, YE are even and 
(m -2% ,112 m/2 
et - 
j=1 i-l i=P 
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nl2 n’2 
e?* = 
I max(eT, eZ+l-j) by (9 
11=1 if1 
- 
!Ez eT (mod 2), 
j=l 
since eT + ez+ I-j = m is even. Thus 7r** satisfies C2 and hence (3). 
us rr** satisfies the hypothesis of Case I and so 
there exists a bipsc graph (G”*, P”“), and 
042,. l - 9 urn-1 1 Qx(lb * l l , u,& such that 
&**(y) = d:-*,, 2siivn-1 , 
&m(Vj) = eE*atj,, 1 S+ PI 
and Ce,(<G **, P**)) contains 
by induction hypothesk 
an ordering S** = 
and 
if 7r** satisfies (1) or (3), 
m/2- 1 n/2 
** = 
n2 (UiYn+l-i )(&/2) (&n/2+1) n (ui”n +-I-j) 
i= 2 j=l 
if n** satisfies (2?. 
Notice that in UT* and CT?* we replaced nyLzl (Ua(j,2;i,(n+l_j,) by ~~~FI (~~(j~U,+1_a(j)) 
since cu(n+l-i)=n+l-a(i), Wjsn. 
NOW construct a graph (G, P) with the ordering S = (u,, . . . , IA,,, 1 aI,. . . , u,) 
from (G*“, P**) by adding two new vertices ul, u., and joining uj to 
ur, a)29 l l l , ud,, i = 1 and m. Then clearly 
I 
&(q)=4, XiSm 
&(VjJ=ej, IsjGn. 
Thus (G, P) with S is a reAisation of ?r. Further G[{u,, . . . , u, _]) 1 B]= 
(G”“, P**) is bipsc and %,((G*“, ot* 01 a;* according as T** 
satisfies (1) or (3), or 7r** >atisfies (2). Also [{u,, y,,) 1 B] is by construction 
bipsc with (ulu,,) 2I (qu,+,_ ) as a bipcp. It now follows that (G, 
uction a 
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where 
d,+2t-1 if lsis22, 
e-21 if 2t-tNiG4t. 
Let (G, P) be a realisation of 7~. Then n’ is graphic since it is the degree sequence 
of the graph obtained from G by joining all 
2t 
0 
2 pairs of vertices in A by ediges. 
We next show that V’ is a non-increasing sequence ZL non-negative integers. 
Clearly f1 2 - l 9 3 fzt and f2*+r 2 l * l > f4*. Now, if & =‘O then by (4), e, = 2t, a 
contradiction to the graphicness of l n. Thus dZt Z= 1 and so e, < 2t. It now follows 
that fir afzl+,. Thus f, 3 f2> l l +fa1 20. 
Again by (4), dzi_ 1 = dzi, 16 i s t. SO we have fzi__r = f2li, 1 s i s t. NSO if 
MX22t then 7 
fi+f41+1-I =di+2t-1+e2t7r-, -4t-1 by (4). 
Thus 7~’ satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Result A. Hence by Result A, it 
follows that n’ is the degree sequence of a self-complementary graph G’ with a 
complementing permutation (T given by 
t 
(T= 
i=l 
tw2i-- 1w4r+ I-2iw2iw4t+2-2i) 
where wi is the vertex having degree fi in G’. Let A = (w,, . . . , wzr}, B = 
bJ 2f+i9 - * - 9 Wan}. Then clearly o(4) = B. 
Since 7r is graphic, xfr 1 4 = IfI 1 ej, and ej s 2t for all i. Thus equ.nlity holds 
when r= 2t in the following Erdos-(3allai criterion: 
i fiQ+--I)+ 2 min(r,fi), l<rs& 
i=I i=r+l 
Hence it follows that in G’ any two distinct vertices of A are adjacent and any 
two distinct vertices of B are nonadjacent. Now let s= 
(WI, ’ - l , w,, I %t+l, l - a’) w,,) and (G, P) be the graph with ordering S be defined 
bY 
E(G)-E(G’)-{ WiWj 1 l~i~j~2t}* 
Then clearly (G? P) with S is a realisation of V. Now since in G’, a(A) = B, it 
fo!lows that (G., P) is bipsc with a E %,(( G, P)). Thus 7r is potentially bipsc. 
This finishes Case II and the sufhciency is proved. 
is section, we Aaracterise all graphic bipartitioned sequences for w 
east one car iected bipartite self-complementary realisation; we do SO 
ing corolla y. 
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(ii) 7rq!((p~,, n .-n, 1 IT), (1” 1 ml, m - m,)} for some integers ml, nl, O< ml < m, 
O<np% 
(iii) -n satisfies at least one of 4: vditions [I), (2), (3) and (4) in the theorem. 
l Necessity follows easily. To prove the su~ciency, let rr satisfy (i), (ii) and 
(iii). By the theorem there is a bips’c 
(ur*,...,ta,Iut.**., 
connected we are d 
graph (G, P) and an ordering S = 
with S is a realisati~n of V. If G is 
and Result D, 
))=(n;“l,(n-n,)” m 1 myI, (m - m,)“-“1) 
for some integers ml. n, with 0 < m, < m, OC nl < n and either ml =$m or 
n1 ==$I. Also by (ii), max(min( m,, P: - m,1, min(n,, n - n,))a 2. Now construct a 
graph (H, P) with ordering S by joining 
4 to U,,u2 ,..., un, if t~i~ny-1, 
urn, to VI* U2t l * - T %,--1, QE,+lt 
U ml+1 to u,,, Un,+tv ~,+3, . . . , v,, and 
4 to un,+l,t’n,+2 “..., u, if ml+25 ism. 
Note that (H, P) with S is a rzalisation of 7r. I;UI ther since 0 < m I < m, 0 < nl < ~1, 
and max(min(m~, m - m,), ~lin(~~, n- n,)) 2 2, it foli~~ws that H is connected. 
Finally it is easily seen that (H, P) is bipsc and %,(( G, P)) contains 
i=l j=l 
VjU,+,_j) if n1 =in. 
j=l 
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